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Introduction
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Visualization of Distributed system in PerfCenter

 “PerfCenter”- a tool to model and analyse performance of a 
distributed application on a distributed system[1].

 Input- Hardware and software details of distributed system

 Output- performance measures such as average response-
time, throughput, utilization etc.



  

Webmail Example
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Queue Server Entities
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PerfCenter assumes each device operates at single 
processing speed 



  

Power managed devices
Impact on Performance

Response vs arrival rate on  a frequency scaled CPU [9]

 PerfCenter does not capture such behaviours

 Power usage by data centers is becoming very important, hence modeling 
this is important



  

Problem Definition

 Model power managed devices for PerfCenter

 Formulate an abstraction to capture a power managed device 

 Add/modify modules to PerfCenter to simulate the working of 
power managed devices.



  

Power managed device

A governing policy 
to switch between 
speeds

A device probe interval

Multiple device processing speeds 
and operating voltages[5][6]Up threshold and 

down threshold

 Some transition delay for switching speeds.



  

Power Managed Devices: 
CPU Frequency Governors

Governors Processing Speed variation Available Frequencies

Conservative Yes All

Ondemand Yes 2[Highest, Lowest]

Powersaver No 1[Lowest]

Performance No 1[Highest]

Userspace No All

Table 1: Comparison between different CPU-FS Governors

On Linux OS[2]:

  ondemand, conservative, performance, powersaver, 
userspace.



  

Power-frequency relationship

Power consumption of a system can be given by[3][4]:
P

Total
 = P

fixed
 + P

variable
Dynamic power consumption by CPU is:

P
dynamic

 = Acv2f

Hence lowering voltage to CPU reduces CPU frequency, saves 
power.



  

Abstraction of Power Managed 
Devices in PerfCenter

 PerfCenter view of a general Power managed device:

 Device characterized by:

− Multiple operating speeds
− Up thresholds, down thresholds
− Probe interval
− Governors

 Performance metrics:

− All existing metrics (throughput, response time, etc).



  

Implementation of the Model

 Two aspects:

 Input language

− Power management definition block for devices
− Extending host definition block for supporting power managed 

devices
 Simulation engine modification

− Governor behaviour (probe interval utilization, and decision 
engine)

− Device can dynamically change processing speeds
 Even during the processing of a request

 Assumption: switching speed transition delay for devices is very small 
and can be ignored.



  

Input specification for 
powermanaged device 

/powermanaged device definition block

powermanagement cpu1

speed_levels 1 2 3 end

probe_interval_min .001

probe_interval_max 50

probe_interval .2

governor_up_threshold 50

governor_down_threshold 20

end

task t1

cpu1 servt 0.1

end

//hosts definition blocks

host machine1[1]

cpu1 count 4

cpu1 buffer 99999

cpu1 schedP fcfs

cpu1 power_managed governor conservative

cpu1 probe_interval 10

cpu1 governor_up_threshold 80

cpu1 governor_down_threshold 20

end



  

Simulator Design Changes 
 Device Class

 PerfSim class

 DeviceProbe event added

 

 Queue simulator class

 Additional bookkeeping for 
computing probe utilization

 Device simulator class

 Compute last probe utilization

 Device speed decision

 Update remaining service time of 
events

AvailabelSpeedLevels[ ]
deviceProbeInterval
governor
up_threshold
down_threshold
FlagDevicePowerManaged
deviceAssociatedEventList
avgDeviceSpeedup



  

Simulating power managed device

 Example: Device with speed levels 1, 2. Probe Interval = 1

 Task starts

 Calculate task ending time using current device speed.

Task starts
Speed 2

Current estimated 
task end time

0                 1                     2                   3                   4                   5



  

Simulating power managed device
 Probe event

 Compute utilization of last probe interval

 Governor takes device speed decision

 Update remaining service time:     SR
new

 = (s
old
 /s

new
 )(SR

old
 − Δt),   for Δt < SR

old

Task starts
Speed 2

Probe event
Speed 
changed to 1

Updated estimated 
task end time

Compute utilization 
of probe interval

0                 1                     2                   3                   4                   5



  

Simulating power managed device

 Task ends

 Compute average device speed

Task starts
Speed 2

Probe event
Speed 
changed to 2

Updated estimated 
task end time

Compute 
utilization of 
probe interval

avg. dev-speed = 

(BTl  s∗ el +  WBT∆ req) / 
(BTl +  BT∆ req)

Probe event
Speed 
changed to 1

0                 1                     2                   3                   4                   5



  

Simulating power managed device

 Updating events

 Remove all events associated to this power managed device
 Update service time remaining of events
 Re-insert events

 Software design for efficient event update



  

Validation Example
//devices are defined below
device
cpu1
cpu2
end

powermanagement cpu1
speed_levels 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 
end
probe_interval  .2
probe_interval_min  .001
probe_interval_max  50
governor_up_threshold  50
governor_down_threshold 20
end

powermanagement cpu2
speed_levels 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 
end
probe_interval  .2
probe_interval_min  .001
probe_interval_max  50
governor_up_threshold  50
governor_down_threshold 20
end

//hosts definition blocks
host machine1[1]
cpu1 count 4
cpu1 buffer 99999
cpu1 schedP fcfs

cpu1 power_managed 
governor ondemand
end

host machine2[1]
cpu2 count 2
cpu2 schedP fcfs
cpu2 buffer 99999
cpu2 power_managed 
governor ondemand
end

host machine3[1]
cpu2 count 2
cpu2 schedP fcfs
cpu2 buffer 99999
cpu2 power_managed 
governor ondemand
end

//tasks definition block
task t1
cpu1 servt 0.1
end

task t2
cpu2 servt 0.00001
end

task t3
cpu1 servt 0.00001
end

task t4
cpu1 servt 0.00001
endloadparams
    arate     x
end

task t5
cpu2 servt 0.00001
end

//servers definition
server s1
thread count 8
thread buffer 99999
thread schedP fcfs
task t1
task t3
task t4
end

//server deployed onto 
hosts
deploy s1 machine1[1]

//scenario definitions
scenario Login prob 0
  t1 t4 100
  t4 t3 50
End

loadparams
    arate     x
end

//This block has parameters for 
simulation
modelparams
    method simulation
    type open

noofrequests 100000
confint false
replicationno 1

end

foreach x in 
(1,2,4,6,8,10,14,18,22,26,30,34,3
6,38)
print "Resource Utilization"
print bottleneck()
print "arate(): " + arate()
print "tput():  " + tput()
print "respt(): " + respt()
print "waitt(machine1[1]:cpu1): " + 
waitt(machine1[1]:cpu1)
print "waitt(machine2[1]:cpu2): " + 
waitt(machine2[1]:cpu2)
print "waitt(machine3[1]:cpu2): " + 
waitt(machine3[1]:cpu2)
print ""
end



  

Illustrative Results
 Effect of arrival rate of request (workload) on avg. device speed, device 

effective utilization, response time and throughput

 Decreased device processing speed and power consumption increased 
average response time.

 Nearly no effect of governors on throughput.



  

Illustrative Results
 Effect of arrival rate of request (workload) on dynamic power of device and 

energy consumption per request.

 Power savings at the cost of increased response time



  

Illustrative Results
 Effect of arrival rate of request (workload) on dynamic power of device and 

energy consumption per request.

 Power savings at the cost of increased response time

Simulator Performance:
Smaller the probe interval, more time it takes for simulation.
Probe interval = 1, PM devices = 3 and 14 arrival rates
simulation time for input without PM devices~ 160s
simulation time for input with PM devices     ~ 190s



  

Summary and Future Work

 Developed an abstraction, an input language and enhanced 
PerfCenter simulation engine to model power managed devices.

 Validated our model using test experiments.

 Illustrative results show how PerfCenter can now be used for 
estimating application performance in presence of  power 
managed devices.

 Future work:

 Adding power measurement metrics

 Adding governors related to other types of devices (disk...)
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Thank You



  

Quantum of work 
Before mid-term:

Background Study.

Learning customer behavior model of a distributed system[7][8].

Learning discrete time simulation and performed practice programing exercises.

Learning about various CPU frequency scaling governors and developed a 
model of CPU-FS enabled m/m/1 queue in C.

After mid-term:

Learning PerfCenter.

Proposed and implemented changes in input specification language.

Modeling and validation of power managed devices in Perfcenter.
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